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Objectives. To investigate the accuracy of measurement of the atrial septal defect（ASD）area and
dynamic change by live three-dimensional echocardiography
（L3DE）.
Methods. L3DE was performed in patients with ASD using a three-dimensional workstation to obtain
the en face view of the ASD and measure its area at the peak of P-wave, the peak of R-wave, the initial and
the destination point of T-wave, and the period of P-T. Parameters derived from L3DE were compared
with intraoperative measurements.
Results. The ASD area changed significantly during cardiac cycles
（mean change 46.1%, p ＜ 0.0001 ;
range 15.2−72.5%）, with the maximal area at endsystole and the minimal area at enddiastole. There was
excellent correlation between L3DE and intraoperative measurements for the area of ASD at the peak of Pwave
（r ＝ 0.92）. There were good correlations between the two methods during the other phases of cardiac
cycle
（r ＝ 0.81−0.86）.
Conclusions. L3DE provides accurate and feasible measurements of the ASD area. Investigation of the
dynamic changes during the cardiac cycle may lead to an improved understanding of the hemodynamics of
ASD.
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INTRODUCTION
Atrial septal defect
（ASD）accounts for approximately 10−15% of all cases of congenital heart
malformation and is the most common lesion in

Hemodynamics

adult congenital cardiac disease1）. Recently, the
development of new techniques such as minimal
access surgery and transcatheter occlusion has
made it more difficult to decide on the most appropriate treatment for any particular patient 2−4）.
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Precise information about the defect area and its
shape is desirable for the selection of patients for
interventions and the choice of device size for
transcatheter closure5）.
At present, there is no imaging technique which
can display the en face view of ASD directly.
However, live three-dimensional echocardiography
（L3DE）can reveal the three-dimensional relationships between the anatomical structures of the heart
and dynamic changes during the cardiac cycle6）.
Therefore, the present study had to determine the
area of ASD by L3DE, for comparison with areas
obtained by intraoperative measurements.
Moreover, dynamic changes of the ASD areas during selected phases of the cardiac cycle were evaluated, to improve the understanding of the hemodynamics of ASD.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS
Patient population
The study population consisted of 31 consecutive
patients（13 males and 18 females）aged 2 to 47
years（ mean age 23.6 ± 16.1 years）with ASD
referred for surgery. Twenty-five patients had secondary ASD and six patients had primary ASD. All
patients had New York Heart Association
（NYHA）
functional classification Ⅰ−Ⅱ grade and were in
sinus rhythm.
Live three-dimensional data acquisition
All patients underwent L3DE using Philips
Sonos 7500 hardware（Philips Medical Systems）,
which has the capacity for obtaining full volume
acquisitions of three-dimensional datasets by a
matrix array transducer with a frequency of 2−
4 MHz. The patient was kept in the supine or left
lateral semidecubitus position, with the electrocardiography electrodes connected to confirm the timing of the cardiac cycle. First, the two-dimensional
image with apical four-chamber view was displayed in the middle of the monitor, using the
method of biplane vertical crossing to define the
scope. Second, full volume acquisition was utilized
to generate a volume rendering dataset. Volumetric
images were acquired and stored in the hard disk.
After the procedure, the dataset was copied to the
optical disk for analysis.

View RT 1.2, Tom Tec Imaging System, Inc）. The
whole dataset was cropped appropriately in three
mutual perpendicular reference planes, the coronal
plane, sagittal plane and transverse plane, to display
the apical four-chamber view, apical two-chamber
view and short-axis view simultaneously, adjusting
the interatrial septa to parallel to the reference
plane midline. Then the whole view
（en face view）
of the interatrial septa was obtained from the right
atrium. The cardiac cycle phases at the peak of Pwave, the peak of R-wave, the initial and the destination point of T-wave, and the period of P-T were
defined by electrocardiography, and the outline of
the ASD area was drawn accordingly.
The percentage change in the area and length of
each measurement during the cardiac cycle were
then calculated using the following formula : %
change during the cardiac cycle ＝（largest measurement − smallest measurement）/largest measurement × 100%.
All patients underwent surgery with extracorporeal circulation. With the heart in diastolic arrest,
the area of the defect before repair was calculated
from the lengths of the major
（a）
and the minor
（b）
axis, using the formula : area of the defect ＝ 1/4 π
ab7,8）.
Statistical analysis
Differences between the measurements were
compared by the paired t-test. Statistical correlations between the two measurements were tested by
simple linear correlation. Data are presented as
mean ± SD. A value of p ＜ 0.05 was considered
statistically significant. Agreement between L3DE
and surgery was evaluated using the Bland and
Altman graph9）.
Interobserver and intraobserver variability
Ten randomly selected patients underwent
L3DE. The ASD areas were measured by two
examiners on two separate occasions and a third
time by one observer. Interobserver and intraobserver variability was defined as the difference
between two measurements, expressed as the percentage of the mean of two values and the standard
deviation of the difference of the two values.
Interobserver and intraobserver variabilities were
2.5 ± 7.2% and 1.3 ± 9.0% respectively.

Area measurements
The stored dataset in the optical disk was transferred to a computer（Echo-scan, version 4D Cardio
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RESULTS
Defect area measurements
High-quality L3DE images were obtained（Fig. 1）
and the ASD area could be measured by the Tom
Tec Imaging System in all 31 patients
（Fig. 2）
. The
ASD area changed during cardiac cycle, with the
maximal area at endsystole and the minimal area at
enddiastole. Fig. 3 describes the area change during
one cardiac cycle in all patients expressed as the
mean area of the selected phase. The ASD area
decreased gradually with atrial contraction. At the
beginning of P-wave, the minimal area was reached
at enddiastole which was the peak of R-wave. The
ASD area increased gradually during ventricular
contraction and the maximal area was reached at
endsystole, which was the destination point of Twave. The ASD areas changed significantly during
the cardiac cycle from 14.3 ± 1.2 to 8.9 ± 0.6 cm2
（p ＜ 0.0001）. The percentage change ranged from
15.2% to 72.5%, with a mean of 46.1%.
Comparison of live three-dimensional echocardiography and intraoperative measurements
Mean area measured by intraoperative assessment was 4.34 ± 2.31 cm2. There was an excellent
correlation between the measurements by L3DE at
the peak of P-wave and intraoperative measurements（y ＝ 0.94x ＋ 0.53 ; r ＝ 0.92, p ＜ 0.0001）.
The mean difference between the average values of
ASD area obtained by the two methods was 0.28 ±
2
4）. There were also good correla0.85 cm（Fig.
tions in the other phases of cardiac cycle, including
at the peak of R-wave, the initial and the destination point of T-wave, and the period of P-T. The
correlation coefficients were 0.84, 0.86, 0.81 and
0.86 respectively.
DISCUSSION
Two-dimensional echocardiography and color
Doppler imaging are the noninvasive procedures
most widely used for the detection of ASD 10）.
However, only the planar structure of the heart is
imaged and the ASD diameter in two dimensional
section is obtained. The whole defect cannot be displayed in three-dimensional view and measurement
of the ASD area is impossible. L3DE is now available for clinical application11−13）. The technique utilizes a matrix transducer which offers steering in
both the elevation and the azimuth planes, thus permitting instantaneous volume scan. Moreover, the
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Fig. 1 Three-dimensional images of atrial septal
defects viewed from the right atrium
Upper : Enddiastole
（at the peak of R-wave）stop frame
images with the minimal defect area and an ellipse
shape
（arrow）.
Lower : Endsystole
（at the destination point of T-wave）
stop frame images with the maximal defect area
（arrow）.

new matrix array probe used 16 : 1 parallel processes to scan a pyramidal volume which corresponds to
the two-dimensional scanning line density, so can
provide dynamic imaging of entire cardiac structures in bigger volume14）. For this reason, the acquisition and instantaneous display of the ASD area is
possible from live three-dimensional images and the
full volume dataset is easily and rapidly obtained.
ASD area is the main index for the quantitative
analysis of ASD. The quantity of ASD shunt flow
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Fig. 2 Measurement of atrial septal defect area from Tom Tec workstation
A, B, C : Three mutual perpendicular reference planes of two-dimensional echocardiograms displaying the
defect simultaneously.
D : Defect area is manually outlined along the borderline of the defect from the three-dimensional dataset.

is determined by the ASD area and shunt
velocity15）. The differential pressure which controls
the shunt velocity between the cardiac atria is minimal, and generally speaking, this value is 3−
5 mmHg. Therefore, the shunt velocity of ASD
flow is low and shunt flow is mainly determined by
the ASD area. Accordingly, the ASD area was measured and dynamic changes during cardiac cycle
were displayed by the L3DE technique, to improve
understanding and verify the hemodynamic
changes caused by ASD.
In the present study, the ASD area changed significantly during the cardiac cycle. ASD area
decreased gradually with atrial contraction and the
minimum area was reached at enddiastole, then
increased gradually during ventricular contraction
and the maximum area was reached at endsystole.
The dynamic changes of ASD area were related
with the hemodynamics of transatrial shunting. The

pressure gradient between the atria was maximum
at ventricular endsystole while shunt flow was maximum. For this reason, ASD area increased.
Likewise, at ventricular enddiastole, the differential
pressure between the cardiac atria and shunt flow
decreased, so ASD area decreased. In addition, the
dynamic changes were also related to translation of
the ventricular wall. ASD area was increased during systole by the apical translation of the atrioventricular plane and decreased during diastole by the
basal translation of the mitral and tricuspid annulus,
which was enhanced by atrial contraction in late
diastole 16）. Comparison of the ASD area from
L3DE data in the selected phases of cardiac cycle
revealed a good correlation with intraoperative
measurements
（r ＝ 0.81−0.92）.
Recently, transcatheter closure of ASD has
become an alternative treatment approach in selected patients17）. Measurement of the ASD size is one
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Fig. 3 Changes in the atrial septal defect area during
the cardiac cycle

of the major factors for selection of the appropriate
device. Therefore, the standard clinical technique
for measurement of the maximal ASD diameter at
present remains the stretched diameter measured by
balloon catheterization18）. The practice of this technique is limited by its disadvantages which include
invasiveness, radiation exposure, and possible overestimation because of stretching and tangential or
oblique passage of the balloon through the ASD19）.
The L3DE technique can measure ASD area
accurately and easily, which is important to choose
the most suitable device20）. ASD size is the only
parameter to determine successful of interventional
therapy when other anatomical features are
suitable21）. ASD maximum area from L3DE data is
important for the planning of interventional closure
and cannot always be reliably measured by twodimensional echocardiography, which may lead to
underestimation and result in residual shunt flow
after device implantation16）. Most importantly, the
L3DE technique allows measurement of ASD area
in different phases of the cardiac cycle, so determining the maximum area which may be sufficient
for deciding the appropriate size of the ASD closure device and may help to avoid misplacement of
devices. Further development and extensive application of L3DE may be beneficial for interventional
therapy and real-time monitoring closure procedures.
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Intraoperative measurement（cm2）
2

Difference between L3DE and surgery
（cm ）

A, B, C, D and E are means of the atrial septal defect
area at different selected times which correspond to the
peak of P-wave, the peak of R-wave, the initial and the
destination point of T-wave, and the period of P-T. The
error bar shows the mean ± SD respectively.
ASD ＝ atrial septal defect.

Mean L3DE ASD area and surgery
（cm2）

Fig. 4 Relationships between live three-dimensional
echocardiographic and intraoperative measurements of the defect area measured in 31 patients
Upper : Linear regression of atrial septal defect area
measured at the peak of P-wave by live three-dimensional echocardiography versus intraoperative method.
Lower : Bland-Altman graph showing differences in
each pair of measurements of the defect area obtained
with the two methods.
L3DE ＝ live three-dimensional echocardiography.
Other abbreviation as in Fig. 3.

There was an excellent correlation between the
measurements by L3DE at the peak of P-wave and
intraoperative measurements with no statistically
significant difference. The reason is that intraoperative measurement was obtained in cardiac diastole
and the heart was arrested in this phase22）, because
extracorporeal circulation with no blood circulation
in the heart resulted in relaxation of the interatrial
septum. These results showed the ASD area measured by L3DE has good accuracy. Measurement at
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the peak of P-wave had a better correlation coefficient than other phases of the cardiac cycle and
close agreement between the two methods.
The L3DE volumetric dataset contains some
motion or respiration artifacts. In addition, the
intraoperative defect area was calculated assuming
an ellipsoidal shape, because it was difficult to
measure directly. Therefore, in agreement with
other studies 7,8）, we assumed most ASDs were
ellipsoidal shape and we used only directly measured major and minor axes. Another limitation of
the present study is that the ASD area measured by
L3DE was obtained by off-line three-dimensional
imaging. In the future, improvements of L3DE may
overcome these limitations.
CONCLUSIONS
The L3DE technique can provide new information on the dynamic change of the ASD area, which
can improve understanding of the hemodynamics
of ASD. This information could not be obtained by
conventional cross-sectional echocardiography. The
technique can display stereoscopic views and complicated spatial relationships of the cardiac structures, as well as the en face view of the interatrial
septum, which contributes to surgical planning. The
ASD area can be measured by L3DE, which is
important to choose the most suitable device in
interventional therapy. L3DE may become clinically important in the diagnosis and management of
ASD in the near future.
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4 Relationships between live three-dimensional echocardiographic and intraoperative measurements of the defect area measured in 31
patients Upper : Linear regression of atrial septal defect area measured at the peak of P-wave by live three-dimensional
echocardiography versus intraoperative method. Lower : Bland-Altman graph showing differences in each pair of measurements of the
defect area obtained with the two methods. L3DE ï¼ live three-dimensional echocardiography. Other abbreviation as in Fig. 3. There
was an excellent correlation between the measurements by L3DE at the peak of P-wave and Three-dimensional echocardiographic
assessment of atrial septal defects. Article. Full-text available.Â Three-dimensional echocardiography offers new insights into valvar
function in atrioventricular septal defects (AVSDs). The aim of this study was to identify a morphological marker to predict the functional
outcomes of left atrioventricular valves (AVVs) following the repair of AVSDs. Twenty-nine consecutive patients were evaluated
preoperatively using 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional echocardiography.Â Measurement of valve area by the trace method was
difficult. Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) showed a septum-like structure extending from the ventricular septum in the
subvalvular area.

